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TRUE VACUUM - for carpeted surfaces
Pulls deep-carpet debris most commercial vacuums miss.
AeroBot® enhances the look and life of carpets in retail locations, 
airports, office spaces, and convention and hospitality centres.

Floor Cleaning made simple:
Works multiple shifts uninterrupted

Quiet operation 65dBA

Remote diagnostics and reporting

A true vacuum

Sweeps to the edge of the wall

Minimises dust in the air

Easy accessibility

The carpet and rug institute (CRI) certifi ed.

HEPPA Filtration 

A 53 Litres vacuum bag and dual cartridge fi lters and allows AeroBot® to operate 
up to 4 hours, and up to 8 hours with the battery exchange kit.
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PRODUCTS

High solids finish for 
high traffic areas  
Designed with the latest polymer and 

floor finish technology, Pioneer Eclipse’s 

OmniGuard produces what is said to be 

‘a spectacular off-the-mop shine’. Its 25% 

high solids finish is ideal for high traffic 

and high maintenance facilities like schools 

and retail stores, but it also holds its 

shine incredibly well in low maintenance 

applications. OmniGuard’s high solid 

formulation produces extreme gloss that 

withstands the effects of crowded market 

places in any weather condition. 

Eclipse Floor Solutions 07 3390 3027

www.eclipsefloorsolutions.com.au 

Ultra slim towel a  
cost-in-use saver 
A recent addition to the Livi Basics 

range is the ultraslim 150 sheet, 1-ply 

hand towel complete with Livi quality 

guarantee – ‘user satisfaction and 

cost-in-use savings’. Micro diamond 

embossing delivers a ‘soft-touch’ and 

more absorbent towel. Available in 

individually wrapped packs, Livi Basics 

ultraslim towel is made from 100% virgin 

fibre and certified by the Programme for 

the Endorsement of Forest Certification 

(PEFC) and HACCP Australia. 

Livi 1300 832 883

www.livitissue.com.au

Floor tool’s bigger 
dirt pick-up 
The Wessel Werk ‘Designated’ floor 

tool is said to deliver 10% more dirt 

pick-up than comparative units. It 

features a (10%) larger intake; 32mm 

neck size; and comes in an attractive 

and lightweight design. Designated 

has non-scratch soft rubber wheels 

for quieter operation; four wheeled 

base for easier movement; and a low 

profile design.

Cleanstar 03 9460 5655

www.cleanstar.com.au


